ary, unless otherwise specified). The branch set Bf of a map f:Mn-*Nn is the set of points in M" at which / fails to be a local homeomorphism. The map / is monotone if, for each y E N", f~\y) is a continuum, and / is proper if, for each compact set XQNn, f~liX) is compact.
1.1. Theorem.
Let M" and N" be connected Cm manifolds (m ^ 3), and let f:M"-+Nn be Cm and proper with dim(ß/) ^ n -3. Then there is a factorization f = hg such that (1) g:M"-^K" is a Cm monotone map onto the Cm n-manifold K"; and (2) A:Kn->/V" is a k-to-1 Cm diffeo-covering map. Moreover, (3) if Hg is another such factorization with intermediate space Ln, then there is a Cm diffeomorphism a of K" onto Ln such that g~= ag and h = ha~l.
The differentiability condition Cm may be replaced by C° or real analytic. If M" and Nn are compact oriented manifolds, then A is the absolute value of the degree of /.
Corollary.
Let M" and Nn be compact connected oriented C6 manifolds, and let f:Mn^>Nn be C3. // Nn is simply connected and degree f ¿¿ ± 1, íAen dimiBf) ^n-2.
1.3. The outline of the proof of (1.1). In (2.1) it is shown that the existence of the desired factorization is equivalent to two topological properties ( (1) and (2)), and the remainder of the paper is devoted to showing that if/ satisfies the hypotheses of (1.1), then it satisfies these properties. In (2.4), conclusion (1) is proved in a very special case, and (2.4) is used in (2.8) to deduce property (1) in case n ^ 4 and fiBf) GfiRn-2if)) (definition below). In (3.5) it is shown that, given any map / satisfying the hypotheses of (1.1) (with n ^ 4), there is another map A such that, for each yENn, A_1(y) and f~\y) have the same number of components and A satisfies the hypothesis of (2.8); it follows that / satisfies condition (1) . That it satisfies condition (2) is shown in (3.2) . The cases n ^ 3 are treated separately in (3.6), and the uniqueness in (1.1) is also given in (3.6). The set of points x E Mn at which the Jacobian matrix of / has rank at most q is denoted by Rqif) or, if there is no ambiguity, by Rq. Coordi-nates are written up, e.g., x',f, and f\X is the restriction of / to the set X. The interior of X is denoted by int X, the boundary by bdy X, and closure by Cl [ X] or X. The distance between x and y is d(x,y), and Six, 8) is the sphere about x of radius 5; a map is a continuous function. Cech homology and cohomology are consistently used.
2. The proof of (1.1) in case fiBf) CfiRn-è-2.1. Lemma. Let M" and Nn be connected Cm n-manifolds, let f:M"-*N" be a proper Cm map, and let k = 1,2, • • •. Suppose that, for each point y E Nn,
(1) f~\y) has exactly A components, and (2) for each region U and each component V of f~\U),fiV) = U. Then f has the factorization of Theorem (1.1).
For M" compact, a map / satisfying (2) is quasi-monotone [24, pp. 151, 152,(8.1)].
Proof. The manifold N" = U,«iX¿, where X¿ is compact and X,CX¡+i 2.2. Lemma. Let /: AÍ2->iV2 be a nonconstant map, where M2 and N2 are connected compact 2-manifolds, possibly with boundary. Suppose that dimifiB,)) í 0, fiBf) n bdy(AT2) = 0, f\[M2 -t'ifiB,))]
isa A-to-1 covering map, and Hlif~riiy);Zi) = 0 for each y EN2. Then there exists a unique factorization f = hg, where g is a monotone map of M2 onto M2 and h is a light open map of M2 onto N2.
Proof. Since / is nonconstant and dimifiB/)) zi 0, fiM2) meets iV2 -fiBj); from the covering property of /, it follows that / is quasi-monotone [ 24, Each component K of bdyiM2) is a simple closed curve; by the acyclic condition, fiK) is a nondegenerate continuum. Since dim(/(5/)) ^ 0, it follows from the covering property that fiK) E bdyC/V2); thus inttM2) D/-Hint(AP)). Since fiB¡) fl bdy(iV2) = 0, intfAf2) = f-'iintiN2)). Hence, is again a closed 2-cell containing at most one point of Bh [ 24, p. 198] . If L is a component of h~\Ej), then g~\L) is a 2-manifold with boundary and^-HD is acyclic mod 2. By [2] , //1(g"1(L);Z2) =0, so that g~\L) is a closed 2-cell. Thus M2 is homeomorphic to giM2).
2.3. Lemma. Let M" and N" be compact connected n-manifolds, possibly with boundary, and let n ^ 2. Let f:Mn->Nn be a map with dim(/(ß/)) ^ 0, fiBf) C int(/V"), and f~\y) having at most k components for each yENn. Then for all but at most k + r points y, where r = dimilT'A^"; Zp)) and p is any prime, each component A of f~liy) Aas //n_1(A; Zp) = 0 iand, if n = 2, is acyclic mod p). // bdy(/Y0 ^ 0 and f is not constant, then there are at most r such exceptional points.
Proof. Suppose that there are (at least) m points y such that Hn-\f-\y);Zp)^0.
If r is the union of these sets f'Ay), then dim(//n_1(r; Zp)) ^ m. From the exactness of the cohomology sequence, it follows that dim(//n(M", r; Zp)) ^ m -r. Now /(r) C fiBf), and the hypotheses imply that f\f~\Nn -fiBf)) is a covering map [ 18, p. 128] of degree at most k (r may be M" itself). Suppose that / is not constant; since dimifiB/)) ^ 0, each component L of TW-Ar)) has fiL) (MNn -fiB,)) ¿¿0. Hence each component of f-AN" -/(r)) is mapped by / onto Nn -/(r), so that M" -r has at most A components and dimiHniMn,T;Zp)) ^ A. Thus m^k + r. The same conclusion is immediate if / is constant. If bdy(iVn) ^0 and / is not constant, then (since fiB,) Cint(iV")) each component of M" -r meets the (nonempty) set bdy(M") so that HniMn, T; Zp) = 0. Thus m^r.
2.4. Lemma. LetF:M2X En~2-+N2 X En~2 be a C2 map such that F(x, t) = t, where M2 and N2 are compact, connected 2-manifolds ipossibly with boundary), n ^ 3, dim(.Bi?) ^ n -3, and FiBF) C FiRn_AF)) n (inttiV2) X En~2).
Suppose further that F\[iM2X £n_2) -F-l(F(BF))] is a A-to-1 covering map. If TXiN2) = 0, then F is acyclic mod 2.
(The expression F2 is the second coordinate of F.) The lemma is first proved under the additional hypothesis that HliF~1iy,t);Z2) = 0 for all (y,t) EN2 X En~2 (yielding F monotone).
Then, from this case and (2.3), which shows that "most" points iy,t) satisfy this condition, the general result is finally obtained.
Proof. It follows from [5, (1.1)] that if Ft is the map F\ (M2 X {t}), then FiRn_2iF)) H (iV2 X {*}) = FARoiFj) for all t E E"~2, and thus [ 3, (1.3) ] has dimension at most 0. Hence (1) dimiFiBF)niN2x{t\)) è0 for each tEEn~2.
Note that the branch set of Ft is contained in BF. From (1) and the covering property of F (A ^ 1) it follows that (2) each Ft is onto.
Suppose that D is a closed 2-cell in iV2 and, for some s E E"~2 and v > 0, FiBF) n ((bdyD) X S{s,,)) = 0; let K be a component of F-\D X S{s,v)).
From the covering property of F it follows that each component of
is homeomorphic to Sl X En~2, where S1 is a circle;
and from (2) that FiK) = DxSis,v). As a result (3) there is a connected 2-manifold-with-boundary L2 and a homeomorphism u of K onto L2 X Sis, v) such that the restriction p\iKCMM2x{t\))=L2x{t\ for each tESis,v).
First case. Suppose that rWHy.O;^ =0 for each iy.t) EN2X En~2.
Thus, each component of F~\y, t) is acyclic mod 2. In this case it suffices to prove that F is monotone. Let HtGt be the factorization of Ft given by (2.2) (cf. (2)). Suppose that, for some t E En~2, Ht has no branch point. Since Ht is a covering map [ 18, p. 128] and irAN2) = 0, H, is a homeomorphism; thus Ft is monotone and A = 1. From (1) and the covering property of F, it follows that Fs is also monotone for each s E En~2. Thus, (4) if, for some t E En~2, Ht has no branch point, then F is monotone, the desired conclusion.
It follows from [24, p. 198] that Ht is topologically equivalent to a simplicial map. By [22] (4) we may suppose that Hthas a branch point, i.e., X(F) ^ 1. Since irADj) = 0, the argument of (4) may be applied to the restriction F\Km. Since F\Km is not monotone, G,iKm H (Âf2 X j t})) has at least one branch point of //, for each t E S(f,b) ;
by the maximality of kit), it has precisely one (m = 1,2, •■•).
Let Dj be the 2-cell such that FiKx) = Dj X Sif,ô), and for each t E SiF,6) let ait) be the image under Ht of the (unique) branch point of Ht in
is 1-to-l, and (since the union of the branch sets of the //, is closed) a is continuous. Thus the image of a is a (tame) (n -2)-cell Q. Let * be F~ïiti) H Kx, let ß and * be the one-point compactifications of these spaces, and let f : 4r -» fi be the natural extension of F\ *. By our assumption, f is acyclic mod 2, and, by the Vietoris Mapping Theorem [2] , //n_2(*;Z2) = Z2. Thus dim* ^ n -2 [ 10, p. 137, (F) j, so that dimißf) è n -2, yielding a contradiction. Thus F is monotone, and hence acyclic mod 2. Second case. Thus, we may suppose that there exists a point (y, t) E N2 XE"-2 such that H\F-\y,t);Z¿ ^0. By (2.3), for each tEEn-2 there are at most A + r such points y G N2, where r is the dimension of H\M2; Zi). Choose t such that the number of such points is maximal, and call the points y¡ (i = 1,2, ■■■,m;m ^ 1). There exist mutually disjoint closed 2-cells Di such that y¡Gint(A) and (by (1))
Choose á > 0 such that
Let Ki be a component of F~\Di X Sit, 5)) such that ¡PiF-'MnKu ZJ*0, and let Kit) = K¿n F'ADi X{t\). Suppose that for some i and s G S if, à), each yGüit(A) has fTííFIKJ-'Cy,«);^ =0. Let / be the restriction F\KAs); by (2),/is nonconstant. Let hg be the factorization given by (2.2). Suppose first that A has no branch points. It follows as in (4) by (1), we may suppose that FiBF) n ((bdyE) X \s\) = 0. By (2.2) applied to F\g-\E'), g~\E') is a closed 2-cell. Choose £>0 such that S(M)CS(t7«) and FiBF) n ((bdyE) X Sis.t)) = 0. Let 1/ be the component of F'AExSis^)) containing g~\E'); then UniM2x{t\) is a closed 2-cell for each i£S(s,£) (by (3)). It follows from (2.3) that each component in U of f~\y,t) is acyclic mod 2 for yEE.
By the first part of this proof, F\ U is monotone, contradicting the choice of E and £'.
(5) Thus, there is no such s; hence for each i£S(i,{), there is at least one point a¿(í) G int_(L>¡) X {t } with rTH^n^WO);^ * 0.
By the choice of t, there is precisely one. The function a,:
is 1-to-l and continuous. Thus, if D¿ is assumed to be the closed unit disk, then there is a homeomorphism <b of D¡ X Sit, 5) onto itself with <b2ix, t) = t and <t>iaiS(F,ô))) = {0\X S(F,S).
Let P and Q be the one-point compactifications of K¡ and K¿n (^-f7)-1 ({0} X S(f,5)), respectively. It is immediate that Hn~1iP;Z2)~Hn-1iP,{p\;Z2), where p is the added point; since Ki is homeomorphic to L2 X En~2 (by (3)), Hn-liP,\p);Z^ is isomorphic to Hn~\L2X Sn~2,L2X \z\;Z¿, where z is any point of S"~2. By the exactness of the cohomology sequence (n ^ 3), this is mapped onto Hn~liL2X Sn~2;Zi), which, by the Runneth Formula, is isomorphic to HAL^Z^. From (5) Let V be a closed 2-cell such that VCint(Z)¿), OGint V, and [(bdyV)x{i}]n*i;,(^)=0, and let W be a component of K,(~) i<bF)~\iD¡ -intVO X {t}). In the factorization given by (2.2) for / = <¡>F\ W, A has no branch points (from (6)), and so is a finite-to-one covering map [16, p. 128] . Since each finite covering space of the annular region (D¿ -intV) X \t\ is itself, (2.2) implies that W is homeomorphic to (fl¿ -intVO X {<(. Since V may be chosen arbitrarily small, each component of K¡C] i<pF)~\iDi -{0}) X \t\) is homeomorphic to D¡-J0¡. It follows that P -Q is homeomorphic to iD¡-{0))XS(t,S). Since H"-\P;Z2) ^ 0, H*-\Q\Zè ^ 0 from the continuity of Cech cohomology.
Thus, dimQ^n-1 [10, p. 137, (F)], and K¿n i<t>F)-li{0} X S(f,S)) has dimension at least n-1. On the other hand, since forallíGS(íTá) (by (5) and the definition of <b), Jf¡n(*í)-1({0} X Sit,6))
CBf, yielding a contradiction. slight modification of the proof shows that fx may be chosen to approximate / in the Cr topology, i.e., the partial derivatives of fx of orders at most r approximate those of /.
In the proof of [15, XSiO,t) onto t\p-\KpXSiO,t))) such that ipfa)2iz,r) = r for each rGS(0,e).
Proof. Since / is transverse regular on P\KPX \0\), r\p-\KpX {0})) is a Cm p-manifold in M" [22, p. 23 be C3 and proper, with n^4, dim(ß/) ¿, n -3 and fiB¡) EfiRn-iif))-Then f satisfies hypotheses (1) and (2) of (2.1).
Proof. By [19, §5] , dixnifiR^) ú n -2, so that dimirAfiRn-J)) z%_ n -2. Since / is proper, and Ä"_2 |s locally compact, fiRn-2J is locally compact. The restriction map /| [Mn -f~AfiRn~2>)] is a A-to-1 covering map [18, p. 128] with connected domain, so that / satisfies (2) . Suppose that, for some point y in Nn, f~\y) has at least A + 1 components Y, (¿ = 1,2, ■■•,A +1). There is a connected open neighborhood W about y such that the components Y¡ are contained in different components of /-1(W). A contradiction results from (2) and the covering property. Thus, for each yENn, f Ay) has at most A components.
If, for each y in Nn, there is a Euclidean coordinate neighborhood E about y such that/_1(£) has exactly A components, then, by (2), condition (1) is satisfied. Thus we may suppose that N1 = E and k^l, and deduce a contradiction.
By [15, p . 41] we may suppose that Mn and Nn are C manifolds, and thus that En = E i=Nn).
The homomorphism /^ of «AM" -tAfiRn^))) into wxiEn -fiRn_2))
induced by f\[Mn -fAfiRn-2))] is one-to-one but not onto [9, pp. 93 and 96]. Since the semi-linear maps of the circle S1 into En -fiRn-¿) generate TtxiEn -fiRn-i)) and n è 3, the (polyhedral) embeddings of S1 also generate itAEn -/(/?"_2)). Let y be an embedding such that homotopy class of t is not in f^iirAM" -f~AfiRn2)))); each component of f~\yiS1)) is a topological circle (by the covering property), and each is mapped by / onto yiS1) nonhomeomorphically.
Moreover, there exists t > 0 such that, if X is any embedding of S1 in En with (uniform) distance d(X,7) < t, then MS1) has the same property.
By [ 8, p. Ill, Theorem 2a], there is a C" embedding X of S1 in E" in ^ 4) such that di\,y) < t/2. By By 2.5 we may suppose that aiM1) is a C°° submanifold of X.
Let Nib) consist of the vectors with length at most 6 in the normal bundle to aiM1). For ô sufficiently small the restriction of the exponential map E to Nib) is a C™ diffeomorphism onto a (tubular) neighborhood of aiM1). For each xG Q, let Dix) be the image under E of the (n -l)-disk of vectors normal to aiM1) at x. From the coordinate representation at x given above, observe that any set of (ra -1)-vectors spanning an in -1)-plane transversal to aiM1) at x is mapped by the Jacobian matrix of / onto a set of n -1 independent vectors. Thus the Jacobian matrix of the restriction map f\Dix) has maximal rank at x. Moreover, given any x~G ß, if an interval from x to x in Q is contained in the coordinate neighborhood U(x), then it follows from the form of / on U(x) (the fact that D"g'1 è 0) that f(D(x)) and f(D(x)) have the same tangent (n -l)-plane at y. Thus, for all x G ß, the sets f(D(x)) have the same tangent (n -1)-plane at y, which we may suppose is that spanned by the first n -1 coordinate vectors of£n.
There is a C" embedding ß of S1 in Y such that (a) y G ß(Sl) and (b) ß(S^ is normal to that plane at y. We have observed above that, for any such embedding ß, f is transverse regular [22, pp. 22-23 ] to ß(Sv) at each point of Í2. In [22, pp. 24-26] (cf. 2.6), the space H of Cm maps A may be replaced by that subspace such that A(y) =y and the first partial derivatives of A agree with those of the indentity map at y. As a result, there is a Cm embedding y of S1 in Y such that it satisfies conditions (a) and (b), and / is transverse regular at each point of fAyiS1) -{y\). Thus f\X is transverse regular at each point of f'AyiS1)). By 2.5 and [22, p. 27], we may suppose that y(Sx) is a C°° submanifold of Y.
Define, as above, a tubular neighborhood T of y(S1), TQY. Then there is a Coe diffeomorphism p of T onto yiS1) X En~l such that p(z) = (2,0) for each ZG7OS1) (for n = 2, the Moebius Band cannot be embedded in E2; for n ^ 3, by the proof of [ 11, (1. 2) ]). Let L\ t > 0, and o be as given by 2.7 for f\iXnf~\T)) and Kp = yiS1), and let R be the component of nrV^tS'lXSIO.e)) containing Q; we will still denote fln/'V1 iyiS1) X jOj) by L\ a 1-sphere by 2.7.
Suppose that $2 is a 1-sphere, i.e., that /(L1) = [yj. Given any closed interval r of 7(5'), yGintr, there exists a sufficiently small neighborhood S(0,ÖCS(0,() such that pML'xS(0,0)CrxS(0,f). Because of the form of/on the neighborhoods Jl/(x) iDngn ^ 0), it follows that pfoiL1 X{r\) isa single point, for each rG<S(0,£), contradicting the fact that dim(.B/) < n. Thus Ü is not a 1-sphere, yielding conclusion (1).
From the local form of / iDng" ^ 0) and the fact that no point inverse is a 1-sphere, pfo\iLl X \r\) is the composition of a monotone map and a finite-to-one covering map, and pfoiL1 X \r\) = yiS1) X [r\.
Since fi (=/_1(y)n/?) is connected, each map pfo\iLiX\r\) is monotone; thus f\R is monotone, and /(/?) = T.
For each S2, in the finite set of components of f~\y), there is an open tubular neighborhood T¿ of y satisfying the conclusion of 2.7, T,¡ C Y C U; let Ri be the component of /_1(T,) containing Í2¿. Since T,C Y, the sets R¡ are mutually disjoint. By the above paragraph, f\R¡ is monotone and /(fi¿) = IVLet WbethecomponentofriiT.containingy.Then/í/íin/'HWO) = W, and f\iR¡nf~\W)) is monotone. By [24, p. 138, (2.
2)] (it is sufficient that / be proper), Ri(~}f~AW) is connected, and conclusion (2) follows.
Let f : Mn -> Nn be a C2 proper map with dimiBf) g n -2. Then f satisfies condition (2) of (2.1).
Proof. Given a region UCN" -fiRn-i), let V be a_component of f~\U).
Suppose that /(V) * U. Since VC VnTAU) C V, Vnt\U) is connected and thus is contained in V. Since / is proper it follows that /( V) = Cl[/(V)]n U. Thus there exists y G Un bdy(/( V)). Let W be the region given by 3.1, conclusion (2), for U and y. Since yEfiV), WCfiV), and a contradiction results; thus fiV) = U. Since dim(/(fin_2)) ^ n -2 [ 19, §5] and dimiß/) ^ n -2, dim(/-1(/(ÄI1_2))) n -2; that / satisfies conclusion (2) of 2.1 for arbitrary regions U(ZNP follows.
3.3. Lemma. Let En+, £"_, and A be the sets in E" defined by x" > 0, x" < 0, and -X < x'< X (i = 1,2, • • -,n -1) and -p<xn<v i\,p, and v>0), Proof. We may suppose that A is defined by 0 < x' < 1 (¿ = 1,2, • • -, n -1) and -1 < x" < 1, that e < 1, and that t is less than the minimum of Dnf" on ÂPl£+.
There exists a Cm map a:E1-,E1 such that a ^ 0, a>0 precisely on (0,1), and Dwa < e if = 0,1, ■■■,m). Let ßk:En^E1be defined by n-l ßkix\x2,...,xn) = au-l)*xn)Il«(*') (* = 1,2), ¡=i let 7 = 0i for x" g 0 and 7 = -02 for x" £ 0, and let Proof. The coarse Cm topology is defined in [16] (cf [15, pp. 25-28] ). Let Ti(M") be the tangent bundle ofM", let TAMn) = TAT^x(Mn)), and Lastly we wish to show that p is complete. Suppose that g} is a p-Cauchy sequence of Sm; then dmgj is a a-Cauchy sequence, and thus has a limit D. Since the restrictions dmgj\Mn-*D\Mn uniformly, i.e., g¡->D\Mn uniformly, it suffices to prove that dm(D|M") = D. In case m = 1 and M" = 7VP = E1, the result is a straightforward consequence of the MeanValue Theorem, and the general result follows from this special case.
The topology defined above is intermediate between the fine and coarse C topologies. In The compact set Fi+1r\f~AYi) is contained in the open set FiHf^AVo. Given y G N" and a component r of f^iiy) such that TDF+yOrAYj ¿¿0, we will now prove that rC^i+iPl/HYi).
We may suppose that r is nondegenerate; thus rcß(/i-i) CBj (by(e) for /¿_i), so that rcF¡+i. (ii) A+ihj.xJCMhj-uXj^).
Let hx = fj_x. Let A2 be the map given by 3.3 such that p{hx,h2) < t/2, h2 agrees with hx off A(A1,x1), and A2 has rank n on A(A1; xx). Suppose that hj+i (7 = 1,2, •••,m -1) have been given by 3.3 for A, with p(A;,A;+1) < 2 ;f, hj+x agrees with h¡ off A(A;,xj), and hj+l has rank n on Aih,,xj). By (2) , either (i) hm has rank n on A+(Am,xJ or (ii) A+(Am,xJ C Aihm_x,xm_x); but, by the inductive hypothesis^ Am has rank n on A(Am"1,xm_1). Thus, in either case, hm has rank n on A+(Am, xm). Let Am+1 be the map given by 3.3 such that p(Am+1,AJ <2"mf, hm+x has rank n on A(Am,xJ, and Am+1 agrees with hm off that set. Let fi be the map hJ+x thus defined. Conditon $(a) follows from (1) and (vi). Thus there exists a sequence {/¿j satisfying "p.
Since p is complete, a limit map A G C3 exists, and pif,h) < t. Let X C Y be any compact set, and let Y consist of those points yENp such homeomorphism of M" onto N" which is a C" diffeomorphism except at one point [ 13] ; we may suppose that / itself is C° everywhere (e.g., by the argument of [5, p. 95, (3.3)]). In any factorization K" is C°° diffeomorphic to Nn, and thus is not diffeomorphic to M".
In the special case that f(Bf) C/(Ä* 3), ti(AP) = 0 and / is C", it follows from [6, (1.1)] for p = n, m = 1, and A = n -3 that 7r,(iV -/(Ä"_3)) = 0.
